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The shot of the night. Catherine a mm from Jager up the nose.

A note from the editor
So we are officially two fifths (or maybe one third) of the way through the season. December is a
distance memory. January is a meer alcoholic blur. It won’t be long before it starts getting warmer
and thoughts of what to do when the snow melts now we finally have snow TO melt. This is
course mean that seasonnaire hoody forms are finally out. We had another amazing idea for the
design. more details are on page 3.
On a final note. Aaron will be spinning his wheels of steel at the Disney party in the Bubble on
Tuesday night. So all you princesses get your Disney/Pixar costumes out. I think i can guarantee
there will be no more annoying inflatable killer whales...

THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS
Doing ski seasons can be highly addictive, can seriously damage your sanity, result in a general lack of sleep, makes your arse bigger, increase
the chances of getting a blow job in the skidoo hut outside Kudeta and waking up next to a complete stranger.
All stories contained within are purely fictional and shouldn’t be taken seriously.
Anyone found taking anything too seriously should be held down, given alcohol and violated with the handle of a ski pole.

ASK THE SNOW BEAR

he knows if you’ ve steped on the
cracks in the pavement.

Dear Dr Bear
I have an itch... sorry a problem
So I went to meribel for an evening
It was nice to get out of my resort for while .. I unfortunately got
stuck over there so I had 2 options.
Option 1. Find a girl and stay at hers?
Option 2. Or give a taxi driver a blozzer !?
So I went for option 1 .. As I like girls and sweaty french taxi drivers dont do it for me !
So I found a girl she was really nice and thankfully she invited me back to hers ;)
I woke in the morning after an awesome night .. Got her number and left for Courchevel
...
All was great until 2 days later !
It started with an itch ! (It’s not a hot chocolate song)
Now I have a rash !
I now wish I took option 2 !!
Please help
Hi Itchy and Scratchy
Ok firstly the bear says always wear protection and I don't mean an ABS avalanche pack !
Secondly taxi drivers prefer cash than a blozzer from a dude .. Unless George Michael is
the driver !
So always presume only cash will do !
So this is what to do ... get down to the local docs and let him have a good laugh... sorry a
good look at it , just incase its just a sweat rash .. If it’s anything more serious then get it
sorted and inform the meribel infection carrier of the news she probably already knows .
Keep it wrapped up
Dr Bear PHD
If you would like advise from this grumpy old bear write to info@courchevelenquirer.com
We would like to point out that the positioning of the ski physio advert is by no means related to anything in
its near vicinity

SIÂN LEWIS
BSc, MCSP, Dip AP Sports Phys
CALL FOR CONSULTATION OR MASSAGE

06 68 57 00 99

CHRISTOPHER MAHER
BSc, MSCP

2 years ago we did Courchevel monopoly, last year we went
all Breaking Bad. Now only for 2015 the Courchevel seasonnaire t-shirt and hoody design goes all....

THE

WORKING DEAD
because after 5 months of putting up with annoying guests
all you want to do is eat their brains. hmmmm braaaains

As always we do the ulitmate soft sell. No arms will be twisted, no threats made. I
would love to sell a garment to everyone but I know that will never happen. BUT I
would like EVERYONES name on the back of the hoody. So when you see the form
making the rounds of the company if you don’t want to buy a hoody or a t-shirt
please just write your first name, nickname and last name. If you don’t order anything please, when they arrive in resort, do not give me the puppy dog eyes and
ask if i have any extras, with the colour and size options its just not fesible to print
any extras on the off chance.
If you would like more a copy of the forms for your company call 0675643234 or
email info@courchevelenquirer.com.

SKI POWER DISAPPEARS
Last week we saw the demise of the La Tania tour operator, Ski Power. Best known for the
radioactive symbol in its logo and some truely bad reviews on Trip advisor. But as one
company vanishes another appears in its place. On the 20th January we saw the creation
(SIC) of Ski Chalet Creations Ltd by Ski Powers, Craig Norwood. Skichaletcreations.com
and .co.uk were also registered on the 16th…
Rumor has it that Ski Powers Craig Norwood actually owns the chalets, which he rented
back to Ski Power. If that is true then something is rotten in the state of Denmark La Tania.
Although I feel sorry for all the guests, some of whom had been asked to pay all the way
up to the 16th January, have been told by the administrators that they have lost all their
money might have insurance to fall back on, I feel doubly sorry for the season workers,
who for no fault of their own, have had their winter cut short, not been paid and have to
either quickly find alternative employment or leave resort.
Looking back over recent history of Courchevel, Ski Power joins other companies like
Descent International who left resorts full of creditor high and dry as they when into administration and just renamed and continued to run most of the chalets exactly as before
albeit having to pay for everything in resort in cash as some business had worked out
what they had done..

THIS SHIT IS CRAY CRAY
You would’ve been forgiven if you
thought Emma had forgotten Aaron’s
weekly full body wax. I’m no expert but I
can imagine once these wookies get wet
they will take along time to completely
dry out and could end up smelling like a
damp Labradoddle. These outfits are
available in brown, purple or leopard and
retail for around €1900.

